
 

 

  

 

Europe seeks more efficient measures for preventing insolvency   

By Mihai Lanțoș, 

Avocat (Attorney at Law RO), Practician in Insolventa (Insolvency administrator RO) 

 

On the 26th of June 2019, the Directive (EU) 2019/1023 (“Restructuring Directive“) regarding 
insolvency procedures was published; it came into effect on 16.07. Member states had to 
implement this directive in their national legislation by 17.01.2021.   

 

Objective of the directive  

The directive is aimed, among other things, at providing a smoothly functioning internal market, 
respectively overcoming the obstacles preventing the exercise of fundamental freedoms (for 
example the free capital movement or the freedom of the establishment). Inter alia, “restructuring 
should enable debtors in financial difficulties to continue business, in whole or in part”.  

 

Which are the most important concrete measures? 

 

• Early warning system  

First, member states must make sure that debtors are granted access to one or several clear and 
transparent early warning systems. The purpose is a warning system for management which 
brings forward the need for action in order for insolvency of the company to be prevented. There 
are measures to be implemented, such as informing the debtors that certain payments were not 
executed or guaranteeing the access to organizations that offer consultancy services. These early 
warning systems must be accessible online, in particular for SMEs, and be designed in a user-
friendly manner.  

Although in Romania there are several such collaborative systems (for instance „RedBill”, a 
network of Romanian companies which reports unpaid invoices, so that other members of the 
network would be able to identify problematic clients), the existing solutions are not sufficient. An 
early warning system, such as the one described in the directive, would be extremely useful for 
the economy. 

 

• Restructuring procedures 

Debtors in restructuring procedures should be able to keep full or partial control over their assets 
and the operation of their company. For securing the rights of the creditors, a practitioner in the 
field of restructuring may be appointed by the judicial or administrative authorities.  

Individual enforcement procedures should be suspended in order to support the debtor while 
negotiating and implementing restructuring plans. During the suspension, there should not be any 
duty to request measures that could lead to bankruptcy/ liquidation.  



For restructuring plans, the directive provides for minimal information requirements to be 
presented to the participants of the procedure, inter alia, the assessment of the assets of the 
debtor, the effects of a liquidation on the employees, stakeholders, details regarding proposed 
restructuring measures etc. 

Such restructuring plans must be accepted by the majority of the creditors. However, creditors 
must be divided in categories according to the nature of their receivables; for instance, separate 
categories for secured and unsecured receivables, creditors that are vital for continuing the 
activity of the debtor, etc. Votes for the acceptance of a plan could, thus, be implemented by 
means of a cross-class cram-down also in spite of the rejection by several creditors (creditors 
voting against a plan must observe, however, the provisions of the plan and the changes in their 
rights and obligations). 

Ultimately, financing operations and transactions in connection to the restructuring should be 
protected and, thus, promoted. The states must provide rules for an extended protection of these 
operations (for example priority payment, exclusion of challenges against certain operations, 
better protection against civil, administrative or criminal liability if such a financing operation 
disadvantages all the creditors). 

Further measures for boosting early restructuring operations include the access to debt relief 
procedures (with interdiction periods for certain rights of the debtors committing to it), measures 
for monitoring the activity of the debtor, so that the restructuring procedures would not be 
misapplied or possibilities of combining different measures within a unitary procedure.  

 

Conclusion  

The Romanian law already provides certain procedures that include the abovementioned 
measures, for instance the so-called concordat preventiv, a procedure for restructuring plans that 
should be applied before the insolvency, and the ad- hoc-mandate that provides a negotiation 
between creditors and debtors under the guidance of an insolvency administrator. 

These measures, however, did not prove to be very effective in practice. As a result of this 
directive, these procedures will experience changes and additions or be even exchanged with 
new ones. Generally speaking, the directive should generate a move towards the implementation 
of protection measures for debtors facing financial difficulties – extremely useful not only during 
pandemic times.  
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